10 IDEAS
For Getting Back to Business
During COVID Times.
FOR OPERATORS OF AVANTI MARKETS
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Introduction
As employees are increasingly returning to work, operators can take this opportunity to
bring awareness reintroduce the micro market. A company’s micro market provides a
natural touchpoint for employers to positively communicate and show they care.

This guide is a collection of ideas to share to help stimulate business during this time.
It is paired to a collection of resources for Avanti operators to download online
from the Avanti Institute: avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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RESOURCE

Download NAMA Reopening
Checklists online at

Namenow.org/covid
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No-Touch Purchase Materials

PURPOSE

Remind market users that they can make a
purchase without touching the kiosk screen
by scanning items and then scanning mobile
app or market member card.

RESOURCES

No-Touch kiosk commercial

Flyer for distribution for host locations

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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Mobile App Registration / Purchase
Guidance
PURPOSE

Show market users they can
register for an account and make
a purchase without needing to
touch the kiosk screen.

RESOURCES

Infographic comparing the
mobile app and the kiosk for
account registration and
payment.

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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Floor Decals for Physical Distancing
PURPOSE

With social distancing gaining importance, some businesses are placing
physical markers of social distances as floor decals to help. Markers on
floor may help market users keep appropriate distance when queuing
for access to coolers, racks or kiosks.
There are numerous online printing companies that specialize in preprinted floor decals or custom printing your own design including;
Safely6ft.com, Displays2go.com, Signs.com
RESOURCES
Design templates ready to print for interested operators.

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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Market Signage

PURPOSE

RESOURCES

Reminders to wash your hands before
and after shopping at the market, and to
avoid touching products without intent
to purchase.

Ready to Print Signs
8.5 x 11
11 x 17 signs

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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Market Cleaning Log

PURPOSE

With today’s heightened awareness of cleaning and sanitation
across company locations, operators may want to partner with
locations for cleaning schedule and tracking. Some Avanti
operators are also using cooler handle covers.
Help your company contact and the market users feel
confidence in using the market and your cleaning practices
within market by tracking when it was last cleaned.

RESOURCE

Editable MS Word Template

IDEA

Cooler handle covers
▪Nanoseptic.com
▪Safehandles.com

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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Micro Markets vs. Vending
Which is saver in COVID times?
PURPOSE

Understand the differences with shared touch points
between vending an micro markets. Helping clients see that
micro markets may still be safer than vending (with fewer
consumer touchpoints)

RESOURCE

Short PowerPoint to compare the options

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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General Sanitizing Communications

PURPOSE

Communication of cleaning practices with host locations.
RESOURCES

▪ Covid-19 - Policies & Sanitization Practices
▪ Market Cleaning Kiosk Commercials
▪ Market Sanitation Recommendations

INSERT COMPANY LOGO
OR PLACE ON LETTERHEAD

This is intended to be a guideline for messaging to your clients. You should edit these details
as they apply to your operation.
[Insert Company Name]
Policies & Practices – COVID-19

To Our Valued Clients:
During this challenging time, we want to share with you our policies and actions, as they relate to Coronavirus
(COVID-19). Please know that we are taking this situation very seriously and are undertaking all necessary steps to
ensure the safety of all our employees, products, and services.
The safety of our clients, employees, and their families, continues to be our top priority. With that, we have
implemented enhanced practices while servicing your location, as well as enhanced practices in our own facilities,
including our offices, warehouses, and transportation equipment.
Here are the steps we are taking in your location, as of now: (edit these bullets as they apply to your operation)
−
−
−
−

At a minimum, weekly sanitization of your micro-market, vending equipment, coffee brewers, and all
other equipment provided and maintained by us
Your Route Driver has the appropriate cleaning products and tools to ensure this sanitization
Gloves have been provided to all Route Drivers, to be used when servicing your location
For our management teams, we have minimized client meetings and field visits

Here are the steps we are taking in our own facilities, as of now: (edit these bullets as they apply to your operation)
−
−
−
−
−

Enhanced and increased sanitization by our cleaning staff
Communications and training on proper hygiene practices, to maintain a safe workplace
Restrictions on travel, including encouragement of avoiding personal travel where possible
Employees who feel any signs of illness are asked to stay home, and to contact their health professional
A “No Handshake” policy has been implemented

We are committed in our continued service to you and will be monitoring the daily updates and changes as they
become available.
Our goal is to continue to provide the excellent service you have come to expect, while doing so in the safest way
possible.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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Market Re-Grand Opening Kit

PURPOSE

Materials to support a grand re-opening for markets that
have been closed completely. Materials encourage mobilefirst registration, which will assist with no-touch purchases.

RESOURCES

▪ Grand Opening Support Materials
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How to Use an Avanti Account
Installation and Grand Opening Suggestions
Marketing Opening Invitation
Template Letter for Employees
Welcome Letter for Host Locations

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com
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Communications Templates

PURPOSE

Help you communicate with your clients to show the steps you
are taking to address their concerns regarding their employees
using the markets, how the markets are cleaned, and what
precautions route drivers are taking.
RESOURCES

Editable MS Word Templates
▪ Template #1- Communicating with your Host Sites
▪ Template #2- Host Sites Communicating with their Employees
Back in Business Communications Templates- Returning to the Workplace after Covid-19

Template #1- Communicating with your Host Sites
Purpose: Help build confidence with your customers, so they feel more at ease having their
market operating as employees return to work.
INSERT COMPANY LOGO
OR PLACE ON LETTERHEAD
This is intended to be a guideline for messaging to your clients. You should edit these
details as they apply to your operation.
[Insert Company Name]
Policies & Practices – Return to Business
Dear Client,
We are writing today to confirm that we will continue to stock and service your micro market,
based on our recent conversation.
When we spoke earlier, you noted your concerns as following:
- (This should be a personalized list or summary of a discussion you have with each of
your clients. Each customer will have different needs and protocols.)
- May include things like new requirements for entry/exit, logging time and date of your
visit, cleaning procedures, etc.
Here is what we are doing to address them:
- (This should be a personalized list of actions you and your drivers are taking. Each
customer will have different needs and protocols in place with regards to cleaning and
stocking the market)
- Things to include- Driver protocols, including use of PPE, changing gloves between
accounts, warehouse protocols, packaged food only, signage in the market (physical
distancing, hand washing), your cleaning protocols, etc.
We truly believe that a micro market will be one of the safest ways for employees to get meals
and snacks at work during this time. It will prevent them from leaving the office area and
encountering more people, thus limiting any further potential spread of the virus within our
communities and your workplace.
If you have any additional concerns, please reach out to me. We are here to be your partner in
keeping your employees fueled, safe and healthy.
(Note to Operators- You may also want to consider some sort of incentive to help encourage
people to start using the market again- coupons, meal allowance, promotions. Discuss these
options with your client and see if they would like to subsidize any of these options for their
employees.)

888.937.2826
1217 SW 7th St, Ste. 100, Renton, WA 98057

AvantiMarkets.com

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com

10 Employee Rewards Programs

PURPOSE

A company’s micro market provides a natural touchpoint for
employers to positively communicate and show they care. By
offering a special ‘welcome back’ reward shows appreciation and
incentivizes staff to stay safely onsite for snack and meals.

RESOURCES

Login to the Avanti Institute to get the full template
package and AMS How To instructions.

▪ Meal Allowance Program
▪ Custom Coupons
▪ Promotions

You can find and download the resources online from the Avanti Institute at

avanti.knowledgeanywhere.com

